Fig.33 and mark itss outer and innner contour witth a felt-tip pen
n
or suuch.
3. Flip the large low--friction disk oover and place it on the tablee,
nextt to the shoe it will go on, so that the perfecctly smooth side
is faacing up and thhe rugged side iis facing downn.
4. Repeeat this proceddure for the othher large low-frriction disk.
On th
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I.

1.1

How to Atttach the LO
OFRI-DIY Component
C
s
Preparatio
on

1. Riigorously clean
n the soles of the
t shoes to which
w
you wantt to
atttach the LOFR
RI-DIY compo
onents. The best way to do that
t
is with a steel brush. If you do
on’t have one, try steel wooll as
ussed for cleanin
ng pots and paans, or just any
y brush with stiff
s
brristles.
2. Using the includ
ded coarse sand
dpaper, bevel the sharp edgess of
thhe low-friction parts (i.e., the large disk and
d the toe patch
hes)
ass shown in Fig. 1. Only the ru
ugged side (sh
hown facing up
p in
Fiig. 1) of these components needs
n
the beveel. We found the
beest way to beveel these edges is to put the saandpaper on a tablle and hold it in
n place with on
ne hand, whilee holding the lo
owfriiction compon
nent that you want to beveel with the other
haand. Then, scraape the edge of the componeent over the san
ndpaaper, towards you, as thoug
gh you were trying to scraape
brreadcrumbs offf a table.
3. Thhe inner edge of the large disk,
d
i.e., the edge
e
that will be
suurrounding thee small high-ffriction disk, does not requ
uire
beeveling. Similaarly, the concaave (i.e., curvin
ng inward) edg
ges
off the toe patchees do not need to be beveled.

1.2

1.3

G
Gluing the L
LOFRI comp
ponents on

Now thhat you know exactly wheree each large loow-friction disk
k
will be attached, it is ttime to apply thhe glue. We offfer instruction
ns
for the included Supeerglue Gel. Customers familiiar with the use
of contaact cement maay use that insttead of Superglue Gel. Be ad
dvised thhat after using either glue, yoour shoes will bbe permanently
y
altered because you will not be aable to peel thhe LOFRI-DIY
Y
componnents off again, once you gluee them in placee permanently.

Figure 1: The LOFRI-DIY compone
ents come with sharp edges
s.
These e
e attaching the
edges must be beveled before
e parts to shoes
s

Wid
dest part
of the sole

Placement of the large low-friction disks

1. Thhe first compon
nent to attach is
i the large low
w-friction disk.. In
orrder to help yo
ou make sure you
y are stickin
ng the correct one
o
(i..e., the left or right
r
one) to eaach shoe, lay each
e
shoe on a tablle, soles facing
g up, and lay next
n
to each sh
hoe the large lo
owfriiction disk thatt you are aboutt to attach to th
hat shoe, with the
peerfectly smooth
h side facing down
d
and the ru
ugged side facing
upp (see Fig. 2). Note that eacch low-friction
n disk has a tiny
hoole near the peeriphery. That hole must poiint to the heell of
thhe shoe, once atttached.
2. Determine wherre the large lo
ow-friction disk should be attached longitudiinally, i.e., alo
ong the length of the shoe. The
T
ruule is that the circular cutout of
o the low-fricttion disk (i.e., the
cirrcular hole thaat will be filled by the small high-friction
h
diisk)
shhould be right under the pivo
ot point of you
ur foot when you
y
arre pivoting. On
n your foot, thiis is roughly th
he area known
n as
thhe “ball of the foot.” In practtice, this is alsso the area wh
here
yoour shoe is wiidest (see Fig. 2). Figure 3 further illustraates
thhis by showing
g a large low-fr
friction disk in the correct po
ositioon on a semi--transparent sh
hoe sole, with
h a foot showing
thhrough. If you
u are still unsu
ure, you can try
t this: wearing
soocks only, do a pivot move that is characcteristic for yo
our
daance style. Tak
ke mental notte of where yo
ou feel the most
m
prressure of the floor on your foot as you pivot.
p
That is the
pllace where the small high-friction disk shou
uld end up und
der.
Pllace the large low-friction disk
d
onto the sole,
s
as shown
n in
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Figure 2 (abov
ve):
L
Longitudinal (lengthwise)
lo
ocation for the large disks.
T
The disks are shown with their
ru
ugged side up..
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Small di sk
wn)
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Figure 3 (left): Proper
lo
ocation for all L
LOFRI-DIY
ccomponents.

1. Carefully read the safety instructions for Superglue Gel in the
window at the bottom of this page.
2. Apply tiny drops of Superglue Gel onto those parts of the
shoe sole that will be in contact with the large low-friction
disk. Then, distribute the tiny drops with the applicator tip of
the Superglue Gel tube. Every spot that will be in contact
with the disk must be slightly wet with glue. Do not apply
glue to the large low-friction disk as well, it is neither needed
nor helpful. Avoid touching the Superglue Gel with your fingers, breathing in the vapors, and letting the vapors cause a
burning sensation in your eyes. This is easily enough accomplished by working in a well-ventilated area and keeping your
face generally as far away from the wet glue as possible.
3. Press the large low-friction disk onto the glue-covered surface
of the shoe sole and keep pressing the disk and shoe sole together for at least two minutes. If you have clamps, use those
instead of your hands to press the parts together, ideally for
20 minutes or more.
4. Inspect the periphery of the freshly glued-on large lowfriction disk to see if it is bonded properly to all surfaces that
you had covered with glue in Step 2. If there are spots where
it is not, reposition your fingers over those spots and press the
not-yet-bonded parts of the base sole against the glue-covered
surfaces. If the glue has already dried on those surfaces, reapply some glue and repeat Steps 2 and 3.
5. Repeat Steps 2-4 for all remaining low-friction components
as shown in Figure 4, for both shoes. However, do not yet
glue on the small high-friction disks made of suede.
6. When all low-friction components are attached, take a break
of one hour or longer to let the glue cure.
7. After the break, put on both LOFRI-equipped shoes and put
the included sandpaper on a hard, flat floor, abrasive side up.
Step on the sandpaper with one foot, covering roughly 1/3 of
the surface of the paper with that foot. Now shuffle your other
foot over the sandpaper, so that the large low-friction disk
gets scraped. Your aim is to make the rugged surface of the
low-friction disk look dull, not shiny as it is initially. If the
surface is shiny, it is an indication that the surface will be too
slick. Repeat for the other shoe. Note that the toe-patches
don’t need to be sanded.
8. Glue on the small high-friction patches made of suede.
9. See if your shoes are significantly wider than the large lowfriction disk. If they are, glue on the provided spare toe-

patches next to each low-friction disk, as shown in Figure 3.
Without the spare toe patches, your shoe should now look
similar to the one in Fig. 4. Keep the spare toe-patches on
hand for possibly replacing the front toe-patches if they wear
down faster than the large low-friction disks do.

II. How to Use LOFRI Soles
In this section we offer some useful tips that will help you make
the most of your LOFRI-DIY product. We assume that you already successfully affixed the kit’s components to your shoes.
1. Even though you already “broke in” the soles with Step 7,
above, be aware that at least for the first 10 minutes or so of
dancing the low-friction components of the LOFRI-DIY kit
may be more slippery than desired. After that time, the soles
should reach their desired friction properties.
2. After dancing on dirty floors, especially on sticky dance floors
in nightclubs and such, your soles will be covered by a layer of
gunk. Let it dry, then use a wire brush (preferably) or a boxcutter knife to scrape the dried gunk off, especially from the
small high-friction suede disk.
3. If components partially detach during use, you can glue them
back on with the provided Superglue Gel. When you use this
quick fix, apply pressure and let dry for at least 20 minutes before attempting to dance with the quick-fix.

Warning:
This product is intended to reduce friction of dance shoes
on certain floors, such as sticky dance floors in nightclubs or generally most non-wood floors. While most
dancers will find this low-friction property desirable, the
risk of slipping and falling on any floor increases when
using this product. Dancers should especially avoid walking on wet or slippery floors when using this product.

Safety Instructions for Using Superglue Gel
Caution: Tip of Superglue tube is punctured (opened) when
cap & nozzle are screwed onto tube. While doing so, point the
tube away from face and body and do not squeeze the tube.

Instructions
1. To puncture the tip of the tube, point tube away from face
and body and screw nozzle and cap assembly onto tube
completely.
2. To use, remove outer cap. Use sparingly (one drop per
square inch). Apply glue to those surfaces of the shoes’
sole that will be touching stick-on components. Do not
spread glue with fingers, use nozzle.
3. Surfaces should be clean & dry. Avoid getting glue on your
hands (you can protect yourself with latex gloves or even
just by placing plastic sandwich bags between your hands
and the Soles2dance component that you are about to
press against the shoe sole). Press pieces together for 120
seconds. Screw outer cap back on immediately to prevent
glue on tip of tube from drying. Then press the parts to be
bonded together with your hands or clamps.
Contains ethyl cyanoacrylate. Avoid contact with clothing as can cause
burn. For accidental eye contact, flush with water for 15 minutes; get
medical attention for eye or internal contact. To remove from skin,
soak in acetone nail polish remover and gently peel adhesive off with
fingernail or wash with water repeatedly. Water exposure will wear off
residual adhesive within a few days (do not use polish remover around
eye area). KEEP OUT Of THE REACH OF CHILDREN.

Figure 4: LOFRI-DIY after attaching to shoes.
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